Origins

- Typical Installation events – inclusionary of Faculty and Staff
- Chancellor’s wish:
  - include in manner that helps highlight the P2P and
  - Accomplishes objective(s) of faculty & staff
Members Tagged to begin process

- Faculty Senate – Margery Coulson-Clark, Beccie Seaman
- Staff Senate – Parnell Bartlett, Liz Lenny
- Amy Alcocer, Clifford Vanterpool, Teresa Lassiter, others that we call on occasionally
- Due to changes in leadership for both, “Old” and “New” were included on team
Goal

- Merit Scholarships
  - General – pool
  - Departmental
    - Raised by depts
    - Criteria determined by dept faculty
    - Approval of funds out of departments

- Questions? Please note and hold until end of presentation
Methods

- Activities that will promote the P2P
- Activities that will raise general merit funds
- Activities that can raise departmental merit funds
Basic Events Scheduled

- Sept. 10
  - Jail – N – Bail – all day Call Center in Ridley Center
  - Scholarly Presentations – 2:00-3:20 pm in Johnson Hall
  - Scholarly Poster Displays – all day in Moore Hall (hallways)
  - Scholarcade – 3:30-5:00 pm Moore Hall Auditorium
Jail – N - Bail

- Contact: Clifford Vanterpool
- Fun fundraiser – proposed as means of involving people on campus (faculty, staff, administrators, students) and off campus (community leaders) in raising funds
  - Volunteers who agree to being “arrested” (set time available)
  - Arrest Warrants (purchased by people to “arrest” those who volunteered for the event)
Bail

- Bail – set/agreed upon previous to arrest by volunteer
  - Will have “contribution/collection” form to raise funds ahead of schedule
  - Asking volunteers to contact and raise funds ahead, “pay bail” when arrested. If willing for additional “arrests” can use call center’s phones to raise further funds (jail “sentence” will not exceed time agreed upon ahead of schedule
  - Possibility (for those agreeing) to have “contempt” charges to help raise further funds
  - Possibility for “insurance” against arrest for those wanting to contribute and participate but no time to volunteer for “arrest”
Desire

- Involve faculty who are willing to be “arrested”
- Involve community members who are willing to be “arrested” and to raise funds for specific department
- Involve students (who may wish to pay for “arrest warrant” on a faculty member)
- Basically, to have fun while involving many in raising merit scholarship funds.
Scholarly Presentations

- Contact: Beccie Seaman
- Research findings / projects of faculty
- Something currently working on or recently completed
- Something not yet presented OR presented previously BUT not yet presented locally
Purpose / Guidelines

- Share locally the scholarly work of ECSU’s faculty
- Give scholars opportunity to share ideas/findings in the works

Guidelines:
- Submit proposal (B Seaman) by Sept. 2
- Will be given feedback within 1-2 days of proposal submission concerning length limitations (probably 10, max 15 minutes – TBD by number of proposals)
Poster Displays

- Scholarly Posters on work in progress or recent findings from research
- Fits completely on one poster (suggested size no larger than 36" x 48")
- Proposals needed by Sept. 2 (B Seaman) (need to determine # of easels/stands)
- Posters submitted (B Seaman) Sept 9
- Opportunity to share / opportunity for others to learn
- Displayed all day – if interested in “sharing” your posted, either propose time in scholar presentation or plan to attend your poster in Moore Hall 2:00-3:20
Scholarcade

- Contact: Parnell Bartlett, Liz Lenny
- Events
  - Talents
  - DEPARTMENTS sharing programs in fun, short segments
  - E-Fashion (Margery Coulson-Clark)
- Funds - $5 admission
Desire: Scholarcade

- Raise admission fees for General merit scholarships
- Outreach (by ALL – pick a county/school) to bring in area students
  - Recruit to ECSU and to specific departmental programs
- E-Fashion – highlight Viking Pride with new logo and Viking Blue colors
- Followed by Refreshments: time for depts/programs to recruit further donations to dept merit scholarships
Additional Funding!

- Departmental Competition
  - Great amount raised, matched with up to $5,000 by the Foundation!!!! (your dept. can raise over $10,000 for your new merit scholarship in one day’s events!!!)
Information

- Who Collects? Foundation CANNOT
  - Collect funds as you raise them
  - Use the website (Dept must request starting of merit fund for dept, website for donating created by Foundation, online!!)
  - Collect (and record on collection sheets) checks and cash – denoting mailing information so Foundation can send out RECEIPTS that are tax deductible!!
  - Turn in raised funds DAILY to departmental representatives Foundation will maintain funds within appropriate dept. funds
  - Funds gathered post event (calls from jail?) counted thru 9/18.
  - Most generated will be department that wins matching funds!
Objective

- Meeting Needs – merit scholarships for outstanding recruits and students
- Meeting Faculty cries for merit scholarships
- Joined by Staff (turned down raising funds for own initiatives in favor of supporting merit and other scholarship funds)
- Future possibilities?
Departmental Tasks

- Elect faculty representative to serve role of signee for all funds distributed and any changes in criteria of fund distribution
- Submit from dept request to open (merge?) departmental merit scholarship (use forms submitted to chairs with “suggested” guidelines to start – refine over time and submit changes to Foundation (chair and elected faculty signatures always required)
- Depts get to determine how funds distributed (including final step to possibly be made in dept)
Event Tasks

- Drum up volunteers
  - Jail-n-bail
  - Scholarly presentation
  - Scholarly research posters
  - Talents
  - Group/individual to present Dept/Programs at Scholarcade (keep lighthearted and fun but fact filled)
  - E-Fashion
  - Fund raisers
  - Target One BIG personality to have arrested to raise large funds for YOUR department (generate ideas, run by Foundation to make sure not being tagged for “jail” twice)
  - Easels? / Stands for posters?